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By ZHANG YUN JIE . LIU PENG . QIAO JIAN JUN BIAN ZHU

paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And
Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the
shipment.Paperback. Pub Date: Unknown Pages: 581 Publisher:
Tsinghua University Press Price: 68.00 yuan Author: Zhang
Yunjie. Liu Peng. Qiao Jianjun ed Publisher: Tsinghua University
Press ISBN: 9.787.302.285.212 Page: 581 Edition: 1 Binding:
Paperback Folio: 16 Published :2012 -8-1 printing time: Words:
953.000 Product Identification: 22822518 Introduction to CATIA
French Dassault (Dassault) 3DCADCAMCAE-body software. the
world's of a mainstream CADCAMCAE-body software is widely
used in electronics. communications. machinery. molds. car.
bicycle. aerospace. appliances. toys and other products of the
manufacturing industry design. CATIAV5R21 Chinese version is
the launch of the new Chinese version of the software. The
CATIAV5R21 Chinese entry and improve (with CD-ROM) (author
Zhang Yunjie. Liu Peng. Qiao Jianjun) from the the CATIA
installation and start detailed the basic operating system and
interface settings. graphics rendering. the physical part design.
part features conversion. assembly design. drawing design. the
highest Shape Design. freeform design. digital surface design.
sheet metal design. die design. CNC machining. the book is also
equipped with interactive multimedia teaching CD-ROM. The
CATIAV5R21 Chinese version of the entry-improved (with CD-
ROM) structured. informative. comprehensive knowledge.
readable. and...
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A top quality publication along with the typeface utilized was intriguing to read through. It is amongst the most
awesome pdf i have got read through. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only right
after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Don Pa cocha-- Don Pa cocha

This pdf is indeed gripping and exciting. it was writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ur tis Pa r isia n-- K ur tis Pa r isia n
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